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Abstract: In this paper we exploit sampling topology information in image space directly for visibility
of line drawing and silhouette extraction. We propose a new line drawing kernel that depends on
image-space adjacency test between primitives in GPU without any preprocessing step or extra
adjacent information prestored. By this kernel, our visibility test acquires high accuracy in wireframe
rendering and performs fairly well also in sketch and stylized line drawing, and our silhouette
extraction method extracts visible portion of silhouette edges in image-space with clear and regular
outlook. Our methods can be easily implemented and be controlled. The experiments show the
privileges of our method in line drawing.
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0 Introduction
In this paper, we present a novel kernel with accurate visibility test for general line drawing
and image-space silhouette extraction solution based on primitive’s connectivity which is an
extension of research work on wireframe rendering in [1].
A typical solution for visibility test is depth comparison, which means operating in object
space and followed by rendering the modified polygons in a more or less ordinary way using the
z-buffer. There are two general drawbacks. First, since the diversity of rasterization between lines
and polygons, depth comparison cannot always precisely depart lines from surface even some
offset is applied. Second, many primitives may be projected to the same pixel, only individual
depth value of the pixel is insufficient to decide visibility of all edges projected in that pixel. The
drawbacks are especially serious for stylized line rendering [2, 3].
To extract and render silhouette, one simple and efficient solution is exploiting
discontinuities in image buffer(s) (z-buffer or normal buffer) by applying an edge detector such as
Sobel operator [4, 5]. However this kind of method is not as flexible and scalable as uniform line
drawing required. It cannot precisely distinguish discontinuity from large continuous change in
pixel precision and the appearance of extracted line is ordinarily irregular relying on lots of
preestimate parameters.
Algorithm Overview: Our kernel with visibility process is as follows. We first compact and
sample identification information into image space. Then, visibility test on each fragment is
accomplished by testing adjacency between the corresponding line and surface using the previous
identification. By utilizing the new feature of GPU, compacting topology information needs no
preprocessing step. To ameliorate visibility artifact caused by the restriction of pixel resolution for
general line drawing, supper sample on identification of each primitive is applied.
Silhouette extraction follows the same principle. We extract silhouette edges by first
rendering the identification of each face into image buffer and then extracting the discontinuity of
adjacency in the image. Adjacency sampling method can detect topology discontinuity. In contrast
to traditional z-buffer approach, the shape of extracted silhouette edge is clear and regular.
Various rendering results by our approach can be seen in Fig.1.
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图1. 本文方法所生成的多种绘制效果. (a)基于预先线抽取的零件草图绘制；(b)图像空间的轮廓绘制；(c)使
用粗线条进行轮廓抽取和绘制； (d)提取出的线条的放大观察图（黑框内容为红框内线条的放大图）
Fig. 1 Various rendering effects of our approach by the kernel. (a) Sketch rendering using pre-extracted lines; (b)
image-space silhouette rendering; (c) silhouette rendering in thick lines; (d) appearance of lines extracted with
zoom-in view in black rectangle.

1 Background and Related Works
Traditional line drawing approach can be briefly classified into object, image and hybrid
series. Object space algorithms deal with the problems of edge detection and edge visibility
entirely in object space [6, 7]. The hybrid line rendering methods are characterized by operations
in object space that are followed by rendering the modified polygons in a more or less ordinary
way using the z-buffer [8]. Particularly, wireframe as a basic representation of line drawing relies
on offset approach and z-buffer comparison. Other method involves the solution on culling the
inside of the each triangle [9] and the one based on exploiting connectivity of primitives [1].
Since silhouette extraction in object space is costly, there’s an alternative choice which
makes line rendering a pure image synthesis problem. Saito et al. suggest using the z-buffer and
applying an edge detector such as the Sobel operator [4] while Hertzmann et al. extends this
method by using a normal buffer instead [5].
The general way for artistic stylized line presentation is to extract visible portions of edges to
be enlightened, then link and texture them as stroke. It involves item buffer method [2], several
following subsequent NPR system [10] and GPU approach [3].

2 Visibility Test for Line Drawing
First we give a brief overview on the visibility principle proposed in our previous work [1].
We use primitives’vertex index as the identification to identify each primitive (point, line, triangle
etc.). A triangle can be presented as {Iv1 ; Iv2 ; Iv3}, where Ivi is triangle’s corresponding vertex
index (index from 0, 1, 2 ... n), and a line can be donated as {Iv1 ; Iv2}. We can assign each
primitive with an ID. Modern GPU architecture can directly acquire vertex index in vertex shader
and scatter it to each fragment of the primitive through rasterization operation. After rasterization,
each fragment of the primitive maintain the ID of the primitive and the ability for further
adjacency test in image space.
The whole process of our kernel includes two passes. In the first pass we render ID of each
face of solid mesh into a three-pass texture (like RGB texture) following the steps mentioned
previously with depth test enabled. Each component of pixels maintains one vertex index of
primitive ID. We call ID on each pixel “front ID”which indicates the closet primitive at that pixel
and the texture “front ID image”. It is easy to link pixel with its front primitive by looking up the
front ID image. By default, the texture is fulfilled with a pre-selected value called “background
identification”.
In the second pass we render the model in line mode similarly. After rasterization of each
edge contains the ID of that edge into fragments, and we do per-fragment visibility determination
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on line by the adjacency test. The per-fragment visibility rule is as follows.
Visibility Rule: For any fragment on edge, {Iv1 ; Iv2} is the ID of the edge,
1) If {Iv1 ; Iv2} belongs to the background identification, the fragment is visible;
2) Lookup the front triangle ID {Iv1′ ; Iv2′ ; Iv3′} from front ID image, if {Iv1 ; Iv2} is subset of
{Iv1′ ; Iv2′ ; Iv3′}, the fragment is visible;
3) Lookup z-buffer of scene, if the depth of current fragment is less than the scene depth at
that pixel, the fragment is visible, otherwise it is invisible.
Visibility test for general line drawing: Although the approach acquires highly precise
visibility in wireframe rendering [1], it can’t be applied to general line drawing especially
suggestive contour and stroke based line drawing. In our adjacency visibility test this weakness
comes from the restriction of pixel resolution, which means when a triangle’s projection region is
extremely thin in image space, parts of fragments fail to be rasterized which conducts the final
area of the triangle facet discontinuous. We therefore ameliorate it by supersampling the ID of
each primitive maintained in pixels and capsulate into a kernel.
Our approach is first to render the front ID image at high resolution. After that we render
lines in one pixel width and in supersampling way with the same supersampling factor as previous
step, and write the visible fragment’s ID into texture. At last we draw lines in original resolution
and do aggregating operation per-fragment as follows. We check all sub-pixels during the
fragment’s pixel region. Our algorithm is still efficient even supersampling is applied since
amount of fragments in edges of suggestive contour is always not large. Because degeneration of
triangle face reduces dramatically and aggregating operation is used when supersampling applied,
visibility accuracy ameliorates greatly. To acquire better performance, we can extend the region to
be checked several sub-pixels outwards for better line continuity.
Typical stroke-based line rendering method searches continuous paths of each edge in image
space by “coloring”each edge, then link and texture them as stroke [2]. Our visibility test is
suitable for this kind of stylized rendering algorithm since the ID in our solution is just the “color”
of edge in series of item buffer approach and neighboring check in item buffer algorithm can
actually and considerably cross lots of break errors too.

3 Silhouette Extraction and Rendering
In this section we propose a novel image-space silhouette extraction and rendering method by
our adjacency test. We treat silhouette as discontinuity of topology in image space instead of
discontinuity of depth in traditional approach. For any pixel on silhouette there must be some pixel
adjacent to it in image space but their corresponding primitives are not incident to each other in
topology. Neighborhood checking works well on detecting the discontinuity of topology in image
space.
Our approach contains two steps. First we reorganize and render ID of each face of the model
into texture to acquire front ID image following the way as previous section does. Then we do
neighborhood checking operation on font ID image relying on adjacency test. A straightforward
way is: for each pixel on the texture, check whether all of the front triangles on 8-neighbor pixels
belong to the incident set of front triangle on the central pixel (See Fig.2(b)). Here one triangle’s
incident set indicates those triangles sharing vertices with it (See Fig.2(a)). If any check fails, the
central pixel will be on the silhouette. Because this approach may lead to thick shape of line, we
recommend using 2*2 neighboring check instead, which means to check the left, lower, and lower
right neighbors of that pixel, (black circle indicated in Fig.2(b)) to acquire thin and clear
appearance of lines in single-pixel width. It is easy to control the line width of silhouette by
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extending the distance of neighbors be checked (See Fig.2(c)).

a. incident set

b. silhouette detection

图2. 图像空间的轮廓绘制. (a-左上图)中心蓝色三角形的关联三角形集合(以灰色标识)；(b-右上图)为了提取
出单像素宽度的轮廓边，我们需要测试每个像素相邻的右边，底部和斜对角像素(以黑色圆圈标识)；(c-下
图)抽取出不同宽度的轮廓线的效果.
Fig. 2 Image-space silhouette rendering. (a) Incident triangle set (gray colored) of the center triangle marked in
blue; (b) to extract single pixel silhouette edge, we detect right, bottom and diagonal neighbors (highlighted with
black circle) of each pixel (red colored); (c) results of extraction for thick silhouette edges.

According to previous discussion, there may exist over-extraction in our algorithm where
multi-triangles are projected to a single pixel and partially degenerate. We can also ameliorate it
by supersampling primitive ID in front ID image similarly as previous.

4 Experiment Result and Analysis
We implement our algorithm in the environment of 9800GT GPU by OpenGL and Cg
language. All our testing programs run on the windows with resolution of 1280*1024.
We show the effects of general visibility test by our approach in the left image of Fig.3. We
extract suggestive contours of a horse model and render them using our adjacency based visibility
test with different supersampling factor. All image-space visibility solution suffers from restriction
of pixel resolution. In our experiment our adjacency-based visibility test with supersampling
applied reduce the artifact effectively. As the supersampling factor increases, discontinuity of lines
ameliorates greatly and obviously.
Right series of images in Fig.3 are the results of image-space silhouette rendering using our
method. We render an 80K-sized raptor model using our image-space silhouette extraction
solution with different supersampling factors. As previous analysis, there’s overestimation around
degenerated triangles, and supersampling alleviates this artifact clearly. We notice that the
over-extraction artifact does not always produce weird appearance, because triangles that
degenerate the most severely also concentrate mostly on silhouette, and bring particular
emphasizing effect. In the figure, the raptor contains large body of triangles which make some part
of the model degenerates severely. However, rather than undermining the overall configure of the
model, it actually highlights the crease of skins and makes the dinosaur even more realistic.
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图3. 左图：使用不同的超采样分辨率提取出的暗示性轮廓. 右图：恐龙模型使用不同的超采样因子在图像
空间进行轮廓绘制的效果图
Fig. 3 Left: Suggestive contours with different supersampling resolution. Right: Image-space silhouette rendering
of raptor model with different supersampling factors.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
We have exploited sampling topology information in image space as a kernel directly for
visibility of line drawing and silhouette extraction. Our visibility test acquires high accuracy in
wireframe rendering and performs fairly well also in sketch and stylized line drawing. Our
silhouette extraction method extracts visible portion of silhouette edges in image-space with clear
and regular outlook. Our approach is easily implemented and controlled without any additional
preestimate parameters. The limitation appears when drawing very complicated models. Although
some artifact still remains unresolved properly, our approach is absolutely a new way and can be
improved later. We will exploit applying it into NPR system with better performance in our future
work.
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基于邻接关系采样的可扩展的线绘制框架
唐晨，李胜
（北京大学信息科学技术学院，北京 100871）
摘要：本文通过图像空间中拓扑信息的采样以用于线绘制和模型轮廓抽取中的可见性判断。
提出一种基于图像空间邻接关系进行几何可见性判定的线绘制框架，该框架完全在 GPU 中以
内核形式实现而且不需要任何预处理步骤和预存储其它额外信息。本文针对线绘制的可见性
测试精度高并实现了精妙的草图或者风格化线绘制效果，同时提取出的轮廓边清晰、形状规
则。方法易于实现并且线绘制的参数可以任意调整，实验结果表明本方法所具有的优点。
关键词：计算机图形学；线绘制；邻接关系；图形处理器；可见性
中图分类号：TP391
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